CARIBBEAN STATISTICS DAY (14 OCTOBER 2011)

CARICOM SECRETARIAT, REGIONAL STATISTICS PROGRAMME

Slogan Competition 2011

Rules:

1) Slogan must be seven (7) words or less.

2) Each slogan must incorporate the vision of the Regional Statistics Programme of the CARICOM Secretariat.

3) Please ensure that your name/school name and contact details are clearly stated on the entry form attached. All entry forms must be sent to the Project Director, Regional Statistics, CARICOM Secretariat, Turkeyen, Greater Georgetown preferably hand-delivered to the Regional Statistics Programme, at the Annex Building by Friday, 7 October 2011.

4) Slogan must not have been previously entered in a competition, published, self-published or published on a website or broadcast prior to entry.

5) Slogan must be the original work of the author.

6) Only ONE (1) entry per school is permitted.
**Entrance Category**

7) The competition is open to Primary and Secondary Schools.

**Contest Dates**

8) The competition is open to entries from **Monday, 19 September, 2011** and entries will close at **4:30pm on Friday, 7 October, 2011**.

9) The winners will be announced at the Caribbean Statistics Day Quiz Finals on **14 October 2011**. Prize-giving will be on that day.

**Selection**

10) Slogans will be judged based on originality, creativity, uniqueness, relevancy, wit and double meaning.

11) Slogans not meeting the competition rules will be automatically disqualified. Please note that the judges’ decision is final.

**Legalities**

12) Each slogan submitted constitutes a release to the Regional Statistics Programme for right to use, reproduce, publish and/or display the slogan and photos of winners being awarded prizes without further compensation.

13) Sponsored by the Regional Statistics Programme. All rights reserved.

*******

*Funded by the European Union*

The contents of this publication is the sole responsibility of the CARICOM Secretariat Regional Statistics Programme and can in no way be taken to reflect the views of the European Union.